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This program generates the TEN-WSC-C signal for WSC encryption and decryption using a personal computer. This program will generate the WSC-C keystream by interlacing the ASCII characters (1,2,3,4...) with the Unicode characters (1,2,3,4...) If you have a QID of 806 for the /E switch in the WSCGen Serial Key
window, then you can activate the /G command. This command generates a a 6-character keystream by interlacing the ASCII characters with the Unicode characters. If this command is turned on, then you can select the characters for the keystream with the sliders on the Control Pad.  The default characters are: N:ASCII

R:Unicode I:ASCII G:Unicode O:ASCII S:Unicode [Press 'Enter' to start the program] WSCGen will produce a 10 character keystream. The 5th character will be the termination character or an error character. The first 4 characters in the keystream are used to produce the first character of the first WSC encrypted message.
This keystream is generated for each channel. This software will not work if the GNO switch is not set to 128. The GNO switch is located on the Control Pad, top right of the screen. This program can be used to generate the keystreams for WSC decryption.  If you have a QID of 806 for the /E switch in the WSCGen window,

then you can activate the /G command. This command generates a 10-character keystream by interlacing the ASCII characters with the Unicode characters. The characters are: N:ASCII R:Unicode I:ASCII G:Unicode O:ASCII S:Unicode [Press 'Enter' to start the program] The characters are selected with the sliders located
on the Control Pad, top right of the screen.  The 5th character will be the termination character or an error character. The first 4 characters in the keystream are used to produce the first character of the first WSC encrypted message. This program can be used to generate the keystreams for WSC decryption.  If you have a

QID of 806 for the /E switch in the WSCGen window, then you can activate the /G command. This
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macro m0 = mod_psk31(450, 1.0, -0.1, 0.0) macro m1 = mod_psk31(9000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m2 = mod_psk31(400, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m3 = mod_psk31(800, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m4 = mod_psk31(1500, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m5 = mod_psk31(3000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m6 = mod_psk31(4000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m7 =
mod_psk31(5000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m8 = mod_psk31(6000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m9 = mod_psk31(7000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m10 = mod_psk31(8000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m11 = mod_psk31(10000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m12 = mod_psk31(13000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m13 = mod_psk31(14000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m14 =

mod_psk31(15000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m15 = mod_psk31(16000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m16 = mod_psk31(17000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m17 = mod_psk31(18000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m18 = mod_psk31(19000, 1.0, 0.1, 0.0) macro m19 = mod_ps 77a5ca646e
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*/ #include "ap_mode.h" #include "ap_eq_cw.h" #include "stdio.h" #include "kernel.h" #include "math.h" #include "cw_io.h" #include "setenv.h" #include "zconf.h" #include "amt_params.h" int mode = 2; //(0 = CW, 1 = PSK31, 2 = AM, 3 = AMT) void sett_cw_mode(int mode) { mode = mode; } void
display_cw_signal(float *signal, float *noise) { ap_amt_mode(amt_params[mode]); ap_eq_cw(amt_params[mode], SIGNAL); ap_eq_cw(amt_params[mode], NOISE); ap_waveform_set_amt_params(amt_params[mode], signal, noise); } void display_amt_signal(float *signal, float *noise) {
ap_amt_mode(amt_params[mode]); ap_eq_cw(amt_params[mode], SIGNAL); ap_eq_cw(amt_params[mode], NOISE); ap_eq_cw(amt_params[mode], LEVEL); ap_waveform_set_amt_params(amt_params[mode], signal, noise); } void display_amt_signal_gated(float *signal, float *noise, float *level, float *gated) {
ap_amt_mode(amt_params[mode]); ap_eq_cw(amt_params[mode], SIGNAL); ap_eq_cw(amt_params[mode], NOISE); ap_eq_cw(amt_params[mode], LEVEL); ap_eq_cw(amt_params[mode], GATED); ap_waveform_set_amt_params(amt_params[

What's New in the?

This program was written to experiment with using the PC soundcard for producing various amateur radio modulation signals. Currently it generates a single tone, SSTV S1 and M1 test images, PSK31 BPSK and QPSK signals, and CW code signals. The carrier frequency for the PSK31 generator uses the value set for the sin
wave generator and can be set in increments of 1 Hz from 300 to 3KHz. Additive Gaussian noise can be added to each signal.  The noise is BW filtered through a 400-3400Hz. filter trying to simulate a typical receiver channel.  The SNR ratio of zero dB is when the RMS value of the signal equals the RMS value of the
bandwidth limited noise. WSCGen Description: This program was written to experiment with using the PC soundcard for producing various amateur radio modulation signals. Currently it generates a single tone, SSTV S1 and M1 test images, PSK31 BPSK and QPSK signals, and CW code signals. The carrier frequency for
the PSK31 generator uses the value set for the sin wave generator and can be set in increments of 1 Hz from 300 to 3KHz. Additive Gaussian noise can be added to each signal.  The noise is BW filtered through a 400-3400Hz. filter trying to simulate a typical receiver channel.  The SNR ratio of zero dB is when the RMS
value of the signal equals the RMS value of the bandwidth limited noise. WSCGen Description: This program was written to experiment with using the PC soundcard for producing various amateur radio modulation signals. Currently it generates a single tone, SSTV S1 and M1 test images, PSK31 BPSK and QPSK signals,
and CW code signals. The carrier frequency for the PSK31 generator uses the value set for the sin wave generator and can be set in increments of 1 Hz from 300 to 3KHz. Additive Gaussian noise can be added to each signal.  The noise is BW filtered through a 400-3400Hz. filter trying to simulate a typical receiver channel. 
The SNR ratio of zero dB is when the RMS value of the signal equals the RMS value of the bandwidth limited noise. WSCGen Description: This program was written to experiment with using the PC soundcard for producing various amateur radio modulation signals. Currently it generates a single tone, SSTV S1 and M1 test
images, PSK31 BPSK and QPSK signals, and CW code signals. The carrier frequency for the PSK31 generator uses the value set for the sin wave generator and can be set in increments of 1 Hz from 300 to 3KHz. Add
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System Requirements For WSCGen:

The tutorial is available in all languages for PC, Mac, Linux and Mobile. The native mobile versions are available for iOS, Android, Windows Phone and others. Tutorial languages are English, French, German, Spanish and Japanese. Last Updated: November 12th, 2018 You can find a list of all tutorials below. Keep in mind
that you need a permanent internet connection to play the tutorials, and you can get a temporary one at any WiFi hotspot. If you do not have a WiFi connection, we can send you a tutorial for free, but
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